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Abstract: We demonstrate a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) 
burst mode laser system that generates 66 ps/402.5 MHz pulses with mega-
watt peak power at 355 nm. The seed laser consists of a single frequency 
fiber laser (linewidth < 5 KHz), a high bandwidth electro-optic modulator 
(EOM), a picosecond pulse generator, and a fiber based preamplifier. A 
very high extinction ratio (45 dB) has been achieved by using an adaptive 
bias control of the EOM. The multi-stage Nd:YAG amplifier system allows 
a uniformly temporal shaping of the macropulse with a tunable pulse 
duration. The light output from the amplifier is converted to 355 nm, and 
over 1 MW peak power is obtained when the laser is operating in a 5-μs/10-
Hz macropulse mode. The laser output has a transform-limited spectrum 
with a very narrow linewidth of individual longitudinal modes. The 
immediate application of the laser system is the laser-assisted hydrogen ion 
beam stripping for the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). 
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1. Introduction 

An increasing number of laser applications require lasers operating in a macropulsed or burst 
mode where each macropulse contains many micropulses at high repetition rates and narrow 
pulse widths although the macropulse itself is repeated at a much lower repetition rate. In 
laser-particle interaction systems such as photo injectors [1,2], Compton scattering based X-
ray/γ-ray generators [3], and very recently laser-assisted ion beam stripping experiments [4], 
the macropulses are typically running at a few Hz to a few tens of Hz to fit the accelerator 
baseline, while the micropulses are normally required to have ~100 MHz repetition rates and 
picosecond pulse widths to match the micro-bunch of the particle beam. The macropulse 
mode of operation has also been found to be useful in ultrafast material processing [5], laser-
induced nano droplet dewetting [6], as well as quantum physics research [7]. In many of the 
above applications, in particular photo-particle interactions, a mega-watt peak power at UV 
wavelength is often needed [8]. 

To produce sufficient peak power and offer flexibility of pulse parameters, almost all of 
the macropulse mode laser systems involve a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) 
configuration. The majority of the master oscillators, or the seeders, uses actively or passively 
mode-locked lasers based on semiconductor or fiber-optic technologies to generate 
picosecond optical pulse trains at a high repetition rates [1–3,7–12]. In these technologies, 
however, the laser cavity should be designed and stabilized to generate stable pulse trains, 
which reduces flexibility in the operation. Especially in the case of many actively mode-
locked fiber lasers operating at high repetition frequencies, the cavity length is locked to a 
sub-harmonic of the repetition frequency. This scheme often induces mode hopping and side 
mode noise in its operation. Moreover, there is very limited tuneability in its pulse width. On 
the other hand, owing to the improvement in modulation bandwidth and the decrease in 
driving voltage, short pulse generation using electro-optic (EO) modulators has recently been 
attracting renewed attention [13,14]. 

In this paper, we demonstrate a narrow linewidth, mode-hopping free picosecond pulsed 
laser system in the MOPA configuration by using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) based 
pulse generation. The high contrast (> 40 dB), picosecond pulses are achieved by directly 
modulating a single-frequency fiber laser output with 402.5 MHz/80 ps RF pulses using an 
ultra-high extinction ratio EOM with adaptive bias control. A Yb-doped fiber amplifier 
(YDFA), multi-stage Nd:YAG amplifiers, pulse picker, waveform shaping algorithm and 
harmonic conversion crystals are employed to achieve a high repetition rate, macropulsed UV 
light source. The laser system is developed for the laser-assisted hydrogen ion (H-) beam 
stripping experiment conducted at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) [15]. While the laser 
parameters demonstrated in the present work are intended to match the SNS H- beam 
specifications, e.g. ~50 ps pulse width at 402.5 MHz repetition rate, the laser system has a 
broad parameter flexibility and the design concept can be useful in many other applications 
[1–7]. 
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2. Experimental setup 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the laser system. The laser system contains a master oscillator, 
multi-stage Nd:YAG amplifiers, and harmonic converters. The master oscillator consists of a 
CW fiber laser, a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) intensity electro-optical modulator (EOM), and a 
ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier (YDFA). The fiber laser has a 50 mW single frequency light 
output around 1064.5 nm with a very narrow linewidth (<5 KHz) and the wavelength is 
tunable over 0.15 nm. The laser output is modulated by an EOSPACE 20 Gpbs LiNbO3 EOM 
with ~80 ps, 402.5 MHz pulses produced from a customized radio-frequency (RF) pulse 
generator. The EOM output is then pre-amplified by a polarization-maintaining (PM) YDFA 
(Amonics YDFA-B) that provides a gain of 30 dB with an average output power of up to 200 
mW. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of laser system: EOM, electro-optic modulator; RF, radio frequency; YDFA, 
Yb-doped fiber amplifiers; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; HWP, half-wave plate; O.I., 
optical isolator; ASE, amplified spontaneous emission; SHG (THG): second (third) harmonic 
generator. 

Prior to the Nd:YAG amplifiers, the output light from the YDFA is injected into an 
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) through a PM fiber for macropulse generation and shaping. 
Unlike in the previous work [9,10] where the pulse generation and shaping were conducted 
using an EOM or a combination of AOM and EOM, here both are done using a single AOM. 
A voltage-controlled RF amplifier drives the AOM at a fixed frequency close to the AOM 
resonance (41 MHz). The macropulse shape is controlled with a wave shaper program 
through a Stanford DS345 synthesized-function generator that converts the waveform 
generated on a Continuum graphical user interface (GUI) into a voltage signal with a variable 
amplitude and applies it to the voltage-controlled RF amplifier. The amplitude of the RF 
signal determines the amount of seed light directed into the amplification chain. The 
maximum diffraction efficiency of the 1st order beam of the AOM is measured to be about 
80%. Through controlling the RF pulse profile, one can achieve an arbitrary pulse shape out 
of the end of the amplifiers. The main purpose of having the shaping capability is to combat 
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the effects of gain saturation in the amplifier chain. The pulse being amplified is short 
compared to the lamp pulse. Therefore, the first part of the pulse envelope sees the highest 
gain and this gain is depleted as the pulse envelope passes through the rods. To achieve a flat 
macropulse of the UV light, the macropulse of the seed light is controlled so that the front end 
of the pulse envelope has less energy than the end of the pulse envelope, thus compensating 
for this gain depletion. A typical GUI generated control waveform for a 5 µs macro-pulse is 
shown in Fig. 2. The repetition frequency of the macro pulse is limited by the saturation of 
the amplifiers. At the current experiment, the macro pulse is repeating at 10 Hz. The actual 
driving signal of the AOM consists of 41 MHz RF oscillations whose amplitude is modulated 
by the waveform in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Control waveform generated in GUI for 5 µs macro-pulse. 

An additional feature of the AOM is to maintain high polarization extinction ratio through 
polarization switch. The diffracted beam from the AOM changes its polarization from 
horizontal to vertical and the optics are designed so that only the vertically polarized light is 
sent to the amplifiers. Two stages of Faraday isolators are installed between the AOM and 
amplifiers to protect the seeder from any optical feedback from the rest of the laser amplifier 
chain. 

The Continuum customized macropulse amplifier system contains three amplification 
stages of 5 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm Nd:YAG heads, respectively. Each amplification stage 
consists of two YAG rods and two pieces of optics between the rods: a negative lens for 
compensation of thermal lensing in the heads and a quartz rotator for compensation of the 
thermal birefringence from the heads. A Pockels cell is installed after the 5 mm amplification 
stage and the delay time between the Pockels trigger and the flash lamp is properly adjusted 
to prevent the laser from generating too much forward-propagating amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) that will rob the gain from the main pulse. A Faraday isolator is installed 
after the 6 mm amplification stage to eliminate light reflection. Relay imaging lenses and 
spatial filter pinholes are installed between amplification stages to control the beam profile. 
Finally, a φ5-mm apodizer is installed before the 9 mm amplification stage to optimize the 
spatial profile of the laser output. 

At the end of the laser system, the wavelength conversion part contains a pair of lenses for 
beam collimation, a 25 mm long LBO crystal for the second harmonic generation, and a 30 
mm long LBO crystal for the third harmonic generation. The 1064/532/355 wavelengths are 
separated by a couple of dichroic mirrors. Due to the space limitation, no dispersion 
compensation optics are used between the doubler and the tripler. The group velocity 
mismatch coming from the harmonic generation crystals is estimated to cause a few 
picoseconds of pulse broadening which is acceptable for our application. 
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3. Experimental results 

3.1 Seeder performance 

Stable frequency, narrow linewidth, low timing jitter and high extinction ratio are critical 
parameters for the seed light. The wavelength of the fiber laser is stabilized at 1064.45 nm to 
maximize the gain of the Nd:YAG amplifiers. The linewidth of the fiber laser is less than 5 
KHz. The fiber laser output is coupled to the EOM through a 90/10 fiber beam splitter (the 
10% of the light is used for monitor purpose). About 30mW light from the fiber laser is sent 
to the EOM. The EOM is mounted on a temperature-stabilized platform to maintain a stable 
and safe operation at 40.0 °C. To achieve high extinction ratios of modulation, two DC bias 
ports of the EOM are controlled by the YY Labs’ dual-base-MZ modulator bias controller 
which stabilizes the EOM DC voltages using a feedback circuit based on the detected output 
power from the EOM. The EOM has a relatively high insertion loss (~6 dB). Under CW 
operation (no RF input), the maximum optical power from the EOM (measured after the 
beam splitter) is slightly over 6 dBm (4mW) when the EOM is manually biased at the peak. 
Using the bias controller to set the EOM bias at the null point, we are able to achieve the 
minimum output power from the EOM of −39 dBm (12.6nW), which results in a DC 
extinction ratio of 45 dB. 

87±0.5 ps
81±2 ps

 

Fig. 3. (a) RF pulse waveform and (b) YDFA output optical pulse waveform. Time scale is 500 
ps/div. The RF pulse generator design is AC coupled. 

The high frequency pulse generator is customized by Picosecond Pulse Labs to produce 
~80 ps/402.5 MHz RF pulses. To generate narrow optical pulses, the amplitude of the RF 
pulses is adjusted to be about 90% of the Vπ/2 (~2 V) of the EOM modulator while the bias 
controller has been turned on to maintain a high DC extinction ratio. Under pulsed 
modulation, the peak optical power of the EOM output is found to be close to 4 mW. We 
have measured both the direct EOM output and its amplification (~30 dB gain) from the 
YDFA using a fast photodiode (New Focus 1444 with the rise time 18.5 ps) and an Agilent 
sampling oscilloscope. The pulse waveform of both the direct EOM output and the YDFA 
output have Gaussian-like profiles and both pulse widths are measured to be 81 ± 2 ps. 
Meanwhile, the RF modulation signal has a pulse width of 87 ± 0.5 ps. Figure 3 shows the 
waveforms of the RF pulses and YDFA output light pulses (at the peak output power of ~2.2 
W). The optical pulse is narrower than the RF signal due to the small amplitude (<Vπ/2) 
modulation. Considering the effects of photodiode response time and cable, we speculate that 
the actual laser pulse width is around 80 ps. We have also measured the noise floor level of 
the YDFA output and found it to be comparable to the noise floor level of the EOM output 
when there is no pulse modulation. The result indicates that a very high contrast of the optical 
pulses has been achieved with the bias control of EOM. 

3.2 Output power 

We have measured both the IR and UV light output powers of the laser as a function of the 
YDFA output power (average). The YDFA output power is varied up to 75 mW that is 
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limited by its amplification capacity. Two macropulse settings, 10-μs/10-Hz and 5-μs/10-Hz, 
have been tested in the experiment. For the 10-μs/10-Hz macropulse setting, we measured the 
maximum macropulse energy to be 26 mJ after the 6 mm amplifiers, 700 mJ after the 9 mm 
amplifiers, and 135 mJ after the third harmonic conversion. While for the 5-μs/10-Hz 
macropulse setting, the corresponding values are 13 mJ, 500 mJ, and 145 mJ, respectively. 
Higher conversion efficiency is achieved for the 5-μs setting due to the higher pulse energy of 
micropulses. Figure 4 shows the UV light macropulse energies as a function of the YDFA 
output power for both 10-μs and 5-μs macropulse settings. While the power saturation occurs 
for both settings, the 10-μs setting shows saturation at an earlier stage. The saturation is 
mainly due to that of the Nd:YAG amplifiers. We have also measured the ASE content of the 
laser output by applying the same pump power while turning off the seeder output. The IR 
output shows about 7% (0.5 W/7 W) of the ASE content while the UV light has only 0.25% 
(3 mW/1.35W) of the ASE content. 
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Fig. 4. Measured UV macropulse energies versus YDFA average output power. 

3.3 Spatial profiles 

Beam profiles of both IR and UV lights are measured using an externally triggered beam 
profiler (DataRay WinCamD). The IR beam right after the 9mm amplifiers is shown in Fig. 
5(a). The beam shows a very symmetrical distribution with a 4-sigma beam size of about 2.2 
mm. A nearly perfect Gaussian profile has been obtained for the UV beam as shown in Fig. 
5(b). The profile also shows a symmetric distribution with the full-width-half-maximum 
(FWHM) angles of 0.23 × 0.22 mrad2. The beam quality of the UV beam has been measured 
in the far-field and the M2 number is estimated to be less than 1.1. 

 

Fig. 5. IR and UV beam profiles. 
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3.4 Temporal waveforms 

A typical 10-μs UV macropulse waveform is shown in Fig. 6. The macropulse shows a flat 
profile with the standard variation of < 5% of its amplitude. Similar uniform profiles have 
been obtained on 5-μs UV macropulses. The micropulse waveform of the UV beam cannot be 
directly measured due to the bandwidth limitation of the photo detector at the UV wavelength 
range. We have evaluated the UV micropulses using two different approaches. First, we 
conduct a direct measurement of the micropulse waveform of the IR beam using the fast 
photodiode and sampling oscilloscope. Figure 7 shows the measured waveforms of 
micropulse of the IR beam. The pulse width is measured to be 83 ps. The pulse width of the 
UV light is then estimated from that of the IR light by considering two mechanisms: the pulse 
narrowing in the harmonic/sum-frequency generations and the pulse broadening (temporal 
walk-off) due to the group velocity mismatch (GVM) in two crystals. Using the GVM = 44 
fs/mm in the doubler and GVM = 280 fs/mm in the tripler provided from the vendor, we 

calculated the UV pulse width as 3 48 ps 10 ps 58 psUV IR GVMτ τ τ= + ≈ + =  . Our second 
approach is to estimate the pulse widths of IR and UV micropulses through the optical 
correlation measurements. Both the auto-correlation between two IR beams and the cross-
correlation between the IR and UV beams are measured using a LBO type II crystal in a non-
collinear configuration. Based on the correlation measurement results, we estimate the pulse 
width of the IR beam to be about 85 ps and that of the UV pulse to be 66 ps. While the IR 
pulse width is close to that in the first measurement, the UV pulse width is 15% larger than 
that in the first measurement. We consider the discrepancy is due to walk-off of the beams 
and possible correlation measurement error caused by the thickness of the LBO crystal. 
Further measurements will be conducted to improve accuracy. Using the 66-ps pulse width, 
we estimate that the maximum peak power of the UV micropulses is 0.5 MW with the 10-
μs/10-Hz macropulse setting and 1.08 MW with the 5-μs/10-Hz setting. 
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Fig. 6. Macropulse of the UV light beam. 
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Fig. 7. Micropulse waveforms of the IR light beam. 

3.5 Spectrum 

The optical spectrum and the linewidth of individual mode are key factors for our application 
which uses a coherent light to excite hydrogen atoms at high energies. In particular, our 
seeder laser is constructed through a direct picosecond pulse modulation of a single frequency 
light, it is important to verify how the spectrum of the light changes after the modulation. The 
optical spectrum of the laser is measured by a heterodyne beating of the YDFA output with a 
reference beam that is taken from the same fiber laser source in Fig. 1 with a 40-MHz 
frequency offset. The reconstructed optical spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. The FWHM of the 
spectrum is estimated to be 5.5 GHz. The time-bandwidth product is about 0.45 which 
indicates the generated pulses are transform-limited. 

The timing jitter of the laser pulse is measured using a power spectral density technique 
[15] that utilizes high harmonics of the fundamental signal to separate out the timing (phase) 
noise from the amplitude noise. We used “Phase Noise” function of the spectrum analyzer 
(Agilent E4440A) and chose the carrier frequency at 805 MHz (2nd harmonic of the 
repetition rate) and the integration range over 10 Hz - 10 kHz. The jitter is measured to be 2.2 
ps that is mainly caused by the modulation RF signal of the EOM. The timing jitter of the RF 
signal is measured to be 2.16 ps. 
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Fig. 8. Measured optical spectrum of the IR light via wave mixing. The FWHM is about 5.5 
GHz. Mode spacing is 402.5 MHz. 
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The linewidth of individual longitudinal modes in Fig. 8 have been investigated using 
both a delayed self-heterodyne interferometer (DSHI) [16] and a scanning Fabry-Perot 
resonator with a full spectrum range of 402.5 MHz. The resolution of the DSHI is of the order 
of 100 KHz while that of the Fabry-Perot resonator is of the order of 1 MHz. In both cases, 
we were unable to resolve the linewidth under the above limitation. Using the theoretical 
model derived in Ref [17], we calculated that the linewidth of individual laser modes are 
close to that of the fiber laser. A precise measurement will be conducted in the future using a 
different heterodyne measurement approach [18] which involves a second frequency stable 
tunable laser source. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have described a MOPA configuration macropulse laser system that provides 
MW peak power at 355 nm. The seed laser is based on a direct modulation of a single 
frequency light from a fiber laser with 5 KHz linewidth. Using an adaptive bias control, the 
seed laser is capable of generating transform-limited picosecond pulses with high contrast 
ratio, flexible pulse width, and small timing jitter. The Continuum customized multi-stage 
burst mode laser amplifier enables high gain, effective ASE suppression, and uniform 
macropulse shaping with tunable macropulse durations and repetition rates. The laser 
demonstrated 66-ps/402.5-MHz output pulses with 1.08 MW peak power at 355 nm for the 5-
μs/10-Hz macropulse setting. The laser output has a very stable spectrum with the individual 
mode linewidth below 100 KHz. The mode-hopping free narrow linewidth light is critical for 
the beam recycling optical cavity designed for mitigation of the average laser power 
requirement [19]. Although the laser parameters are optimized for the application of laser-
assisted H- beam stripping at the Spallation Neutron Source, the designed system has a broad 
flexibility in terms of pulse width and repetition rate (of both macropulses and micropulses) 
and therefore can be used in many other applications. 
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